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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

  

CASIO ENTERS DATA PROJECTOR MARKET WITH TWO NEW HIGH-LUMINO
PROJECTORS PLUS NEW MULTI-FUNCTION 4-MEGAPIXEL PROJECTOR CAM
______  
 
High-luminosity projection XJ-350 with micro-portable configuration  
 
Vertical and horizontal XJ-450 projector with auto keystone correction an
focus  
_________  
 
DOVER, NJ, October 15, 2003 - Casio, Inc., in conjunction with its parent comp
Casio Computer Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, today entered the Data Projector M
The company introduced two new high-luminosity mobile projector models (XJ-35
XJ-450) that are designed and engineered to add a new dimension of portability t
data projector market. To complete this new line, Casio also introduced a new 4-
megapixel CCD multi-functional projector camera (YC-400). These new products a
scheduled for release into the business and education markets starting in Decemb
 
The XJ-350 and XJ-450 mobile projectors employ an original new condenser lens 
light source lamp that deliver high-brightness images that can be clearly viewed u
normal lighting conditions, in a compact, highly portable configuration. The XJ-35
delivers an amazing 2200 ANSI lumens from a minuscule 9"x7"x2' size configurat
while the XJ-450 with its letter-sized footprint delivers a stunning 2800 ANSI lume
Both models come with a 2X optical zoom lens, by far the highest zoom level ava
for any micro-portable data projector, which makes it possible to project onto a s
as close as 32" (0.8 meters)*. This means that these projectors can be used with
environments where meeting space is limited. 

  

* 30" projection screen  
 

XJ-350 XJ-450
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The XJ-450 includes a phase differential sensor system for automatic vertical and
horizontal keystone correction, as well as auto focus. This makes it possible to pro
completely square, undistorted image onto a screen that is not directly in line wit
projector, without manual adjustment. These new-generation mobile projectors m
needs of a wide range of applications, from in-house meetings to presentations on
road.  
 
The new YC-400 Multi PJ Camera System also plays an important role in maximiz
range of applications for the projector. Equipped with a high-resolution 4-megapix
and an automatic adjustment feature that automatically corrects the positioning b
the camera and subject so that it appears squarely on the screen, the YC-400 is m
more than simply a document camera. In addition to printed documents, this cam
be used for instantly projecting images of white board contents, 3-dimensional ob
as a digital scanner and as a fully functioning, stand-alone digital camera.  

 
YC-400  

  

We believe that Casio Mobile Presentation Solutions will create innovative commu
applications and generate increased demand by positioning CASIO projectors and
cameras as the premier mobile presentation technology that defines maximum ef
in the delivery and analysis of ideas.  

 
XJ-350 AND XJ450 MOBILE PROJECTOR  
 
High-brightness projector in a mobile configuration  
CASIO's original optical design and proprietary lamp technology combine to provid
high-brightness projector in an ultra-portable package. The XJ-350 delivers 2200
lumens in a 9"x7"x2" configuration, while the slightly larger XJ-450 delivers 2800
lumens.  

Inverse Meniscus Condenser (IMC) lens  
A totally new optical system built around a proprietary IMC lens makes it possible
reduce the size of the lens by 30%*.  
* Based on simulations using typical design methods. 

Acornic Reflector (ACR)  

Type Model Manufacturer's 
Suggested Retail 
Price

Scheduled 
Release

Mobile Projector XJ-350 US $3,999 December 2003

XJ-450 US $4,999 February 2004 

Multi PJ Camera 
System

YC-400 US $1,999 February 2004 
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A unique asymmetrically designed lamp reflector maximizes the performance outp
the projection lamp. The result is increased brightness that is 30% greater than 
normal*.  
* Based on simulations using typical design methods.  

2X optical zoom - tops for data projectors  
A new wide-angle zoom lens provides 2X optical zoom capabilities. This results in
ability to project images at a minimum distance of just 32" (0.8 meters), or within
range of 5.2' (1.6 meters) to 10.5' (3.2 meters) when using a 60-inch screen. No
projector is easily adaptable to any sized environment, from an office meeting of 
few people, to full classroom applications. Casio's new optical system maximizes t
benefits an aspherical lens design. This combined with the use of low dispersion g
serves to deliver superior images at a volume and weight that is 1/3 less than pre
models**.  
** Based on simulations using typical design methods.  
 
Phase differential sensor for auto keystone correction and auto focus (XJ
The XJ-450's phase differential sensor automatically detects vertical and horizonta
distortion of the projected image, and an original algorithm is applied to perform 
automatic image correction. This creates images that are appear natural and are 
distortion free, without the need for manual adjustments. The projector can be lo
off center within a range of 30 degrees vertically and horizontally from the screen
still be instantly squared automatically. Combine the auto-keystone correction wit
2X optical zoom and auto focus and the set-up time for the XJ-450 is kept to an a
minimum (truly a plug and play projector).  
 
Native XGA support  
Both of the XJ series projectors feature true XGA (1,024 ž~768) signal resolution
support UXGA 1,600 x 1,200 in a compressed mode. Video input terminals allow s
input from a variety of different sources.  

 
 
YC-400 COMBINATION DOCUMENT COPY STAND AND DIGITAL CAMERA  

10" x 6" size 4-megapixel high-resolution camera  
The camera comes in a diminutive 10"x6"x2" configuration for extreme portability
perfect travel companion for the XJ series projectors. The camera's 4-megapixel C
provides the means to capture and project images of everything from documents
dimensional objects. Features include maximum 3X optical zoom (1.8X in Docume
Camera Mode), Auto Focus, and other powerful camera features. The camera may
be removed from the stand and used as a stand-alone digital camera. The YC-400
truly multi-functional, more than just a document camera the YC-400 can also be
to digitally capture and project images of entire whiteboard contents, 3-dimension
objects, and any other material that may be used during a meeting or presentatio
Images recorded with the camera can be stored in computer memory for future 
reference. You could, for example, capture and store images of whiteboard conten
keep an electronic record of both projected images and handwritten information. 
Scanner Mode even lets you record and store images of documents all from the sa
unit.  
 
Auto adjust feature aligns documents and sets up the camera automatica
An original image algorithm lets you crop an image and store only the portion you
and even adjusts image alignment, color, and other parameters automatically. W
capturing or projecting images of documents, for example, you do not need to wa
time ensuring that each page is aligned correctly, the YC-400 performs image alig
automatically. Even when recording the image of whiteboard contents or of 3-
dimensional objects, you can crop out backgrounds and make images easier to vi
understand.  
 
Availability: The complete line of Casio presentation products will be available vi
network of CASIO authorized ProAV dealers throughout the USA and Canada acco
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to the dates noted in the chart above. For information about a dealer in your area
visit www.casioprojector.com  

  

SPECIFICATIONS 

Click here to view XJ-350 Specifications 

Click here to view YC-400 Specifications 

Specifications are subject to change without notice.  

 
Casio, Inc., Dover, N.J., is the U.S. subsidiary of Casio Computer Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan. Casio, I
markets calculators, business organizers, handheld personal computers, keyboards, digital camera
portable color TVs, timepieces (Wrist Technology), cash registers and other consumer electronic p
Casio, the unexpected extra — for more information visit our web site at www.casio.com . 

 © Copyright CASIO, INC. 2003 
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